Call for Instructors

Certificate Program in Environmental and Occupational Health

Job Description

The University of Victoria’s Certificate Program in Environmental and Occupational Health (EOH) focuses on the latest dynamics of employee health and safety needs and the environmental impact of the workplace. Our graduates are trained specialists skilled in understanding and managing environmental and occupational health and safety issues.

Instructors within the EOH Certificate Program must be content experts within their field of study. They must prepare online discussion forums to ensure learner engagement and course objectives are achieved. Instructors facilitate online dialogue, address learners’ individual and group-based questions, mark learning activities, and assignments throughout the 12-week online course.

Instructors are contracted through the University of Victoria and adhere to administrative responsibilities as outlined by administrative staff within the EOH Certificate Program.

Qualifications

Candidates must meet the following criteria:

- Relevant academic and professional accredited background
- Relevant work experience in the field of environmental and occupational health and safety
- Strong analytical and problem-solving skills
- Superior writing and communication skills
- Experience in adult education and online teaching is a strong asset

We are currently seeking a variety of content experts to instruct in this online program, each requiring specific knowledge, skills and experience:

1. **Human Health Risk Assessment** (mandatory course)
   - Knowledge and proficiency in the application of epidemiological models to calculate human health risk
   - Extensive experience in predictive human health risk assessment methods
2. **Health Protection Technology** (elective course)
   - Extensive experience in workplace hazard assessment, application and evaluation
   - Demonstrated proficiency in theoretical and applied approaches to risk reduction and worker protection

3. **Safety Program Management** (elective course)
   - Extensive experience in developing, implementing, and maintaining environmental and occupational health and safety programs
   - Knowledge and proficiency in the application of risk management, safety issues and regulatory standards
   - Experience with Project Management theories and applications

Please visit the program webpage for complete course descriptions: https://continuingstudies.uvic.ca/health-wellness-and-safety/programs/certificate-program-in-environmental-and-occupational-health

Individuals with expertise and experience relevant to other courses in the Certificate Program in Environmental and Occupational Health are also encouraged to apply.

**How to Apply**

Submit a résumé with a letter of intent highlighting what course you would like to be considered for as a candidate. Deadline to submit is February 18, 2019. Please send to:

Jennifer Sainz, B. Mgmt, CPP
Program Coordinator
Health Sciences and Public Relations Programs
Division of Continuing Studies
University of Victoria
Email hiscoord@uvic.ca
Web: https://continuingstudies.uvic.ca/eoh